Stock margins and the condition probability of price reversals by Paul Kofman & James T. Moser
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level Coefficient t statistic
d0 n.a. 0.00033 4.95
d1 20 0.02334 1.35
d2 25 0.02405 2.24
d3 30 –0.07724 –2.46
d4 40 0.03527 1.90
d5 45 0.02995 0.60
d6 50 0.16991 10.36
d7 55 –0.03639 –1.14
d8 60 0.14610 1.09
d9 65 0.33593 7.52
d10 70 0.13267 4.33
d11 75 0.12949 3.26
d12 80 0.36414 4.90
d13 90 0.17883 2.22
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RD R where Rt is the return
on date t; and 
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i D are indicator variables for the 14
levels of margin during the sample period 1902 to 1987






























































































































Notes: Reversals are calculated as in equations 2 and 3 assuming that stock prices are a martingale. Reversal occurrences




percentage of dates price reversed
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(percent) Observations of return E(Rt) = 0 E(Rt) = a E(Rt) = ast
20 206 2.97 50.24 50.24 50.24
25 8,944 1.01 48.21 48.75 48.96
30 326 1.83 53.68 52.15 52.76
40 2,182 1.20 47.48 48.81 48.26
45 390 1.04 50.00 51.80 50.26
50 5,137 0.89 43.33 44.16 44.16
55 770 1.17 46.75 47.92 48.18
60 77 0.86 40.26 37.66 40.26
65 679 0.89 35.94 36.97 36.38
70 2,382 0.69 41.52 42.15 42.11
75 1,298 0.73 42.68 43.99 44.30
80 454 0.66 38.11 38.11 38.99
90 448 0.60 44.20 43.30 42.41
100 307 1.23 45.93 45.28 43.97






Percentage of observations in which
stock index reversed















































































































































E(Rt) = 0 E(Rt) = a E(Rt) = ast
b0 0.061594 0.087633 0.090183
(0.02213) (0.01226) (0.01148)
b1 –0.005387 –0.005355 –0.005515
(0.00049) (0.00035) (0.00034)
DPROB –0.00134 –0.00133 –0.00137
Notes: 
Øø









where Pi are the ratios of
reversals observed during each margin-level regime to the
number of trading dates during that interval; and Mi are the
levels of initial margin in percent. Standard errors are in
















































































































































E(Rt) = 0 E(Rt) = a E(Rt) = ast
b0 7.838990 7.907148 8.156308
(0.02420) (0.01903) (0.02336)
b1 –0.003882 –0.004756 –0.004186
(0.00081) (0.00077) (0.00077)
b2 –0.004068 –0.004083 –0.004217
(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00002)
b3 0.100239 0.145948 0.115890
(0.02294) (0.01935) (0.01913)
DPROB –0.000963 –0.001182 –0.001040
Notes: 
Øø
=b +b +b +b +e Œœ - ºß
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where
Pi are the ratios of reversals observed during each margin-level
regime to the number of trading dates during that interval; Mi
are the levels of initial margin in percent; and Year is the year
that the reversal occurred. Standard errors are in parentheses.
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